SURF’S UP
Aug 21-22

Enjoy the final weeks of summer on Southern California’s pristine sandy beaches learning to surf alongside Team RWB Eagles. Nothing is better than the euphoric feeling of catching a wave for the first time. Learn to surf from experienced surf coaches in Huntington Beach, CA and see what “Surf City, USA” is all about.

Enjoy two days of surf coaching, bonfires, and beach time with Team RWB Eagles.

Activities:
- Surfing
- Swimming
- Beach games
- Yoga
- Bonfire
- Beach Cruiser Biking

Highlights:
- Carefree Southern California lifestyle
- Coastal Views
- Expert Surf Coaching
- Gorgeous sandy beaches
- Luxury Resort at discounted rate
- Walking distance to everything
- Tour of surf museum
- Local microbrewery
- Whiskey Bar
- Pizza Party

Difficulty Rating:
This trip is rated 2 out of 5 from leisurely to strenuous. Both brand new and experienced surfers welcome!

Cost to Participant:
Members will be responsible for travel, lodging (at a discounted rate), and a small number of meals that are not included.

Click here for Q&A on June 30

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER